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HIFIS Support Centre
• HIFIS Help Desk 

• HIFIS@Simcoe.ca

• HIFIS Support Centre Webpage
• www.simcoe.ca/HIFIS
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Introduction

• Outreach is an important part of our system. Outreach 
connects with clients who may otherwise not connect 
with resources.

• We will review HIFIS tasks that may be completed by 
Outreach.

• Outreach should document each interaction with a client 
in HIFIS.

• This is often done through a Goods and Service entry, Case 
Management, and in some circumstances a Group Activity.
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Consent 

• A completed and uploaded Common Consent Form is 
required in HIFIS for all clients who share information 
(whether ALL service providers or 1 Service provider)

• There is a Consent Quick Guide found on the HIFIS Support 
Centre to assist with consent questions

• An Anonymous client with details must be tracked on an 
external spreadsheet to avoid duplication.

• If you do not have their actual name or a name they provide, 
you can use other identifying information to remember the client 
for next time.
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Consent

• The consent status on the 
left-hand client profile will 
display active when there is 
an active consent record, 
but this does not 
guarantee the documents 
have been uploaded.

• The document must be 
attached to the active 
‘Explicit’ consent record, 
and should not be 
uploaded in the 
‘Documents’ section.
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Consent 

• Declined-Anonymous 
Consent can be added 
when the account is 
created and the consent 
type can be changed later.

• You cannot change to 
Declined-Anonymous 
consent once Explicit, 
Coordinated Access + 
Explicit, or Inherited 
consent have been 
selected.
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HIFIS Active Status

• To keep a client active in HIFIS, not only do we need to 
keep their information up-to-date, but we need to ensure 
we are documenting our interactions with clients. Failure 
to do so, may have clients becoming inactive in HIFIS.

• Documentation of these activities is also required 
for Ministry reporting, as many modules in HIFIS will 
be utilized for both HPP and CA.



By-Name List Active Status

• This is a list from the HIFIS 
4.59 Manual of activities 
that will keep a client 
active in HIFIS and on the 
BNL.

• A client must have these 
entries on their account to 
remain active.
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HIFIS Status
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The client currently has an open 
Housing History or Admissions record 
to indicate homeless in HIFIS but is 
inactive because an event from 
the previous list has not been 
entered in last 90 days.

Client has no active 
Housing History or 
Admission record, but 
someone has entered 
information to update.

There is no open Housing 
History or Admission record 
for this client in HIFIS to 
indicate if client is Housed or 
Homeless and no activity 
from list in 90 days. 



Housing History

• The Housing History and Admissions sections of HIFIS are both  
critical components to HPP and Coordinated Access.

• This information is used to determine the client’s Housing 
Status.

• The Housing History should be included for a minimum of the 
last 12 months and should be updated with each interaction 
with any changes or to fill in the gaps.
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Housing History

• When this message is received, you can click the blue 
Housing History link or go to Housing History in the Client 
Information section of HIFIS.
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Housing History

• Once in Housing History you select the Display window, scroll 
to the bottom and select Verified.
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Housing History
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Please ensure you are closing any open Housing History entry when adding 
a new entry or if it is no longer valid.



HIFIS – Institutional Entries
• It is important we are entering 

Housing History information, 
including if a client becomes 
incarcerated, goes into hospital 
(overnight or longer), or enters 
another program (such as 
detox).



HIFIS – Family

• It is important verify and update the family module of 
HIFIS. This information determines a household for HPP 
reporting and is used in prioritization in the CA System to 
determine relevant resources.



Contact Information

• You should verify and 
update a clients contact 
information at each 
interaction and no longer 
than every 30 days.

• On the Contact Info tab 
select Add Contact 
Information or delete an 
entry that is no longer valid 
by using the trashcan.
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Financial Profile

• You should add or update 
income information in the 
Financial Profile module of 
HIFIS.

• You can edit, add, or 
delete information.



Group Activities

• Group Activities are an event (usually recurring on the 
same day and time each time) that multiple clients 
attend.

• Outreach itself is not a Group Activity.
• Some examples include:

• Support Groups (Alcoholics or Narcotics Anonymous)
• Life Skills Class
• Group Housing Search
• Parenting Group
• Cultural Circle
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Group Activities

• Group Activities a client has participated in can be seen 
from their HIFIS account, but cannot be added until they 
have an entry.
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Group Activities

• From the ‘Front Desk’ drop-down menu in HIFIS you would 
select ‘Group Activities’.

• From Here you will see the Group Activities for your service 
provider and the option to ‘Add and Activity.’
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Group Activities – New Activity

• To add a new activity, click on the ‘Add Activity’ button.
• You will be taken to a screen to add the activity type. 
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Group Activities - Manage 

• You will be taken into the ‘Manage 
Group Activity’ Screen once the 
activity has been created or you can 
access an exiting activity by selecting 
the gear icon        from the Group 
Activities main page.

• This page allows you to add 
attendees, replicate a recurring 
activity, view related comments, and 
review demographics. 
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Group Activities

• To add an attendee, you can search their name or HIFIS 
number in the box and once they are selected select the 
plus sign. 

• You may receive the ‘Attestation’ or ‘Consent’ screen if 
you have never accessed the client’s account before or 
they require consent uploaded into HIFIS.
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Group Activities

• You can also enter ‘Anonymous Attendees’ when you do 
not know who the clients and they are unwilling to go in 
HIFIS.

• Once your list is complete, you can mark those who 
attended.
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Group Activities - Replicate

• On the ‘Replicate’ tab, you select the date you would like 
to replicate and the options, such are ‘Keep Attendees.’

• Once replicated, you will see the activity in the list on the 
‘Group Activities’ main page and you can manage it from 
there.



Goods and Services & Case Management
• What is the difference between a Goods and Service 

entry and a Case Management entry in HIFIS?

• Goods and Services are a ‘Good’ provided to the client or1 time 
‘Service’ support (unsure or no plan to meet with the client to 
work towards Goals in the future).

• Case Management is support you provide a client to reach a 
goal. There will be sessions added to the goal each time you 
work with the client toward it. You may have multiple Case 
Management Goals open at one time, and do not need to work 
on them simultaneously.
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HIFIS – Goods and Services
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• Goods and Services
• From here you can add a 

‘Good’ or a ‘Service.’

• The initial add screen for 
adding a ‘Good’ or a 
‘Service.’



HIFIS – Goods and Services

• You can add to the same 
record from the session or 
day.
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• You can see the record 
from the main screen once 
added.



HIFIS – Goods and Services

• Additional ‘Good’
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• Additional ‘Service’



Goods and Services

• The great thing about Goods and services is that there are 
some existing reports available in HIFIS for providers.
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Case Management

• Case Management is used when we anticipate working 
with a client on a Goal more than once.

• You do not have to work on a single goal at one time.
• You may move between goals at different stages working 

with the client.
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Case Management

• On the HIFIS Support Centre, there is a Case Management 
and Goals resource to assist you in the selection of you 
Case Management Goals.
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HIFIS – Case Management
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Please choose only 1 program -
Outreach



Case Management

• You can also select the See All Session Details related to 
that particular goal.
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Case Management

• There are reports available for Case Management in HIFIS 
for service providers
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VI-SPDAT

• Found in the Client 
Management section of 
HIFIS.

• You can view previous VI-
SPDAT versions and scores.
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VI-SPDAT

• You can complete a new 
VI-SPDAT if one does not 
exist or needs to be 
updated.



Prevention & Diversion

• Prevention and Diversion is 
part of the critical work of 
the outreach team.

• This should also be 
documented in HIFIS as a 
service.



Need Assistance?

1. Visit the HIFIS Support Centre at www.Simcoe.ca/hifis
and review the available resources.

2. Connect with a SuperUser from the service provider you 
work with.

3. Email the HIFIS Support Desk at hifis@Simcoe.ca. 
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Questions?

Connecting Community with HIFIS: Every Other Thursday 
from 2pm to 4pm.

The schedule is available on the HIFIS Support Centre.
Once the planned training is complete we stay online to 

answer any questions, so feel free to drop-in.
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